
Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King Will Hit
the Appstore Soon
WOW! A super entertaining new game by Haypi will hit the App Store soon! The developer Haypi has
submitted the new game to Apple for their review.

SHANGHAI, SHANGHAI, CHINA, September 10, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- WOW! A super
entertaining new game by Haypi will hit the App Store soon! Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King
is a Massive Multiplayer Online strategy war game. The developer Haypi has submitted the new game
to Apple for their review. The MMO should become available for download in the near future!

It’s really great that there is a new title joining the Haypi family. In addition to it, an update of the well-
known Haypi Monster: The Lost Tower is being developed, too. Haypi’s team is working hard to
further fine tune and optimize the gameplay of the Pokemon-style monster-collecting EDU game. This
is a proof that Haypi Co., Ltd is an extremely fruitful and efficient developer. They release games and
updates one after the other. 

Finally, Haypi’s team is ready for an official release of Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King. The
game had a closed Beta testing that was super fun, but it also required really hard work! During the
testing period, Haypi’s fans experienced closely the fast development of the game. Haypi’s team has
put a lot of efforts to make the players’ ideas come to life in the game. In fact, the players became an
important part of the game-developing process. They gave brilliant suggestions, which were taken to
heart by Haypi. The UI and many game features have been improved and changed significantly, all in
order to suit the players’ needs and requirements. Especially the texts and the tutorial have been
edited essentially according to players’ feedback. Now everyone is happy!

Haypi is grateful for the player’s participation in the closed beta test of Haypi Kingdom: The Return of
the King. The game is even more fun now, thanks to the adequate feedback from players! Haypi
team’s hard and continuous work for all Haypi games once more proved that it can create wonders!

Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King is set in the Middle Ages. The game offers an exciting and
vivid experience in the dark and chaotic medieval times. It allows players to role-play as feudal lords:
develop cities, expand territories, recruit heroes and train troops. There is a huge amount of player
interaction through this game. Players can team up with allies, thus besieging forts and conquering
lands. But… nothing is easy when other Lords cast their covetous eyes on what players have!

Concerning the gameplay, it’s all about strategy and war tactics. Players can find satisfaction in their
personal growth and team work. It’s so exciting to lead a diversity of troops, and various heroes with
different skills. Players can manage technologies, forging and disenchant valuable items. In this
challenging game, there are many options for player interaction: collaborative tasks, PVP
tournaments, plenty of activities, a fabulous adventure etc. In a really thrilling way, players will go
through 10 scenes with hundreds of levels. They could be a part of 6 races, and will encounter
different types of creatures. Only the best leaders will thrive in the challenging gameplay with
interesting storylines!

Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King is a very intriguing game. The road to the Throne is full of
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thorns and danger. Rebels are rising, orcs are causing havoc, demons are pulverizing things on their
path…It seems that a hidden force is brewing up some conspiracy. Players will face threats from other
Lords, unless they dig out the unperceivable plotter behind the chaos. The only way out is to work
together with other players from different regions to develop the world!

The long-awaited Haypi Kingdom: The Return of the King will very soon officially join the Haypi family.
All Haypi games are really amusing, and completely free for download from iTunes. The Haypi
Community can be sure that new games and updates will be launched constantly. And all this from
the productive Haypi team, that makes players’ fun dreams come true!
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